
Forest Borders as regulation 
In order to prevent urban sprawl, it is crucial to define and reinforce clear boundaries for forests 
and integrate them into land use regulations and management plans to ensure their long-term 
preservation. One strategy to densify these boundaries involves designing well-structured under-
stories while preserving the ecological balance by arranging them with recreational trails.

06 Landscaping infrastructure 
By integrating infrastructure like roads and parking lots into the landscape framework, we foster 
sustainable and pleasant development for residents. Maintaining soil permeability is essential, 
as it allows living organisms to thrive in harmony with resilient urban development that respects 
biodiversity.

07 08Water as landscape
Lakes serve as natural reservoirs and are critical in regulating the water cycle, making them indis-
pensable in water management strategies to address the challenges posed by climate change. 
By optimizing the use of the existing water network, we can ingeniously design and develop public 
spaces, including parks, promenades, and recreational areas along rivers and lakesides.

Master plan_The octopus figure
The Master Plan has been meticulously designed to define essential strategic directions, while showcasing the natural resources from the interior forest to the plain, all the while preserving the surrounding ecosystem. The “transepts” play a key role in connecting structural elements such as infrastructure, lakes, and communal spaces, thereby enhancing 
connectivity. The plan promotes sustainable mobility by reinforcing existing pedestrian and cycling networks. The integration of the Scharins project into the existing environment is crucial, reinterpreting the site’s history to meet current housing needs. The project embraces an inclusive approach by considering the diversity of Ursviken’s inhabitants. A par-
ticipatory process involving residents, local organizations, and stakeholders will be implemented to ensure that all needs are heard and respected.
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